Polymer-entanglement-driven coassembly of hybrid superparamagnetic nanoparticles: Tunable structures and flexible functionalization.
In this study, we report a facile and versatile strategy for preparing a type of pH-responsive superparamagnetic hybrid coassemblies featuring a series of controls over the morphology and multi-functionalization simultaneously and efficiently. Via the entanglement interactions, the combine of fixed PEG-b-P4VP modified Fe3O4 NPs (D-Fe3O4@mPEG-b-P4VP) and different well-designed free PEG-b-P4VP, which are analogous to two amphiphiles, contributes these hybrid superstructures with multiple, well-defined morphologies and targeted fluorescent properties. In contrast to other studies, our work overcame several defects (e.g., interior NPs' randomness, cumbersome assembly parameter adjustment and functionalization) of the conventional assembly of modified inorganic NPs and demonstrated that this coassembly strategy can be used as a versatile tool for the controllable assembly of other NPs or polymers. Finally, taking the coassembly C1 as a desirable drug delivery carrier, good biocompatibility and pH-triggered drug release were successfully verified. The current study indicated that these magnetic coassemblies are promising as multifunctional and multipurpose carriers in biological, medical, catalytic, and coating applications.